










first# singleOparty# Conservative# Government# since# the# HRA’s# enactment# —# and# so# too# is# British#












UK# is# not# a# straightforward#matter,# the# objections# raised,# often# vociferously,# against# the# existing#
humanOrights#regime#being#wide#in#scope#and#often#diffuse#in#nature.#Nevertheless,#two#broad#—#and#
related#—#themes#can#be#identified.#The#first#involves#the#characterisation#of#the#HRA#as#a#threat#to#
democracy,# on# account# of# the# way# in# which# it# gives# a# louder# voice# to# judges# and# entails# a#









is# so# because# the# HRA# is# ultimately# a# conduit# that# affords# a# substantial# profile# in# domestic#
constitutional#law#(and#politics)#to#the#ECHR.#And#of#course#the#ECHR#—#and#judgments#in#respect#of#
it#handed#down#by#the#Strasbourg#Court#—#are#binding#upon#the#UK#as#matter#of#international#law.#In#








































only# on# the# domestic# level# could# only# ever# hope# to# address# the# first# of# the# two# sets# of# concerns#
sketched#above.#In#other#words,#while#British#judges’#wings#might#be#clipped#—#whether#by#way#of#
















In# this# way,# therefore,# the# two# sets# of# concerns# that# are# raised# against# the# existing# system# are#










HRA# judgments# with# a# degree# of# legal# bite# that# sits# uncomfortably# with# the# notion# of# judicial#
subservience#to#a#sovereign#legislature.##
Chris# Grayling,#Michael# Gove’s# predecessor# as# Justice# Secretary,# said# that# the# aim# underlying# the#
Government’s# humanOrights# agenda# is# to#make# “our# Supreme# Court# supreme# again”.# The# reality,#
however,# is# that# the# proposed# reforms# would# be# likely# to# underscore# the# supremacy# not# of# the#
Supreme# Court,# but# of# Parliament,# by# ridding# it# of# the# shackles# implied# by# membership# of# the#
Convention#regime.#Whether#that#ambition#is#a#good#one#may#be#contestable.#What#is#not,#however,#
contestable#is#that#is#an#ambition#of#that#nature#which#ultimately#underpins#the#Government’s#reform#
agenda.##
